
   

The Government of Norfolk Island 
 

MEDIA RELEASE 
JET SKIS IN EMILY BAY  

 
There have been a number of complaints of recent concerning the use and conduct of jet skis within the 
enclosed areas of Emily and Slaughter Bay at Kingston.  
 
The Minister for Community Services Tim Sheridan said, “Access to these areas will have to be reviewed 
unless there are serious attempts by the riders of the jet skis to comply with the Water Craft Code of 
Conduct”  
 
The Code of Conduct includes moving in the area at low speed during busy periods with no craft being 
allowed between the pontoon and the beach.  
 
“I would like to think that this matter could be resolved without the need for regulation which could include 
the exclusion of jet skis from the area completely” the Minister said. “The safety of all uses of the area which 
includes both swimmers and divers is of utmost concern and the matter will be continued to be closely 
monitored”. 
 
The Minister stated that the onus was now on the proprietors of the jet skis to “do the right thing” and make 
themselves aware of the consequences of their actions should there be an incident involving other persons.  

 
WATER CRAFT 

CODE OF CONDUCT  
1. All craft give way to swimmers, divers etc. 

2. In busy times, no craft allowed between the pontoon and the beach. 

3. In busy times after launching, no jet skis to operate inside the reef. 

4. In busy times, jet skis to move in and out of the bay at idling speed. 

5. Whenever possible, sail boarders to maintain a consistent route between points. 

6. No jet skiing in the vicinity of swimmers (and other users), including outside reef. 

7. Sailing boats to keep one mast length from swimmers, divers etc. 

8. All divers should display flags/marker buoys above their dive. 

9. In no-busy times, jet skis and windsurfers to check for swimmers at slow speed before operating inside 
the bays. 

10. Common sense to prevail at all times.  

 
4th June 2010  
 
Timothy Sheridan  
Minister for Community Services                  
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